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Discovery's true-crime network ID teamed up with Atlanta-based Bark Bark to
launch new multiplatform cause-marketing franchise, "Inspire a Difference."
This set of three short videos (above and below) spotlight the social justice
actions being taken by ID talent such as Fatima Silva (Reasonable Doubt) and
Callahan Walsh (In Pursuit with John Walsh).
"Inspire a Difference" is the evolution of a prosocial initiative that's been part of
the ID brand for years, but this new iteration taps into the authenticity and
empathy at the heart of the true crime genre. The campaign includes 4-6 minute
mini-docs for digital and social as well as short-form custom vignettes for linear.
After releasing the first three episodes on ID's streaming platform ID GO as well
as on Facebook and Instagram, the network saw an immediate uptick in social
engagement, it said.
"Cause marketing has the power to change perceptions about our brand and
help our viewers and advertising partners think more broadly about the genre.
It's always been important to show the perspective of the families and support
organizations making a difference in their communities, so this is an opportunity
to illuminate examples of good happening in the world through our lens," said

Eliza Booth, ID group VP, branded entertainment, in a statement.

"Networks and brands should be embracing cause marketing as part of their
strategy all the time, not just now," said Daniel Sattelmeyer, head of
creative/partner at Bark Bark, also in a statement. "ID has always honored this
space as part of its core identity, so the content comes across authentically
versus forced and the results show."
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